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Vyacheslav Ivanovich Ivanov(28 February 1866 – 16
July 1949)
(Russian:
&#1042;&#1103;&#1095;&#1077;&#1089;&#1083;&#1072;&#1074;
&#1048;&#1074;&#1072;&#1085;&#1086;&#1074;&#1080;&#1095;
&#1048;&#1074;&#1072;&#1085;&#1086;&#1074;) a Russian poet and
playwright associated with the Russian Symbolist movement. He was also a
philosopher, translator, and literary critic.
Early Life
Born in Moscow, Ivanov graduated from the First Moscow Gymnasium with a gold
medal and entered the Moscow University where he studied history and
philosophy under Sir Paul Vinogradoff. In 1886 he moved to the Berlin University
to study Roman law and economics under Theodor Mommsen. During his stay in
Germany, he absorbed the thoughts of Friedrich Nietzsche and German
Romantics, notably Novalis and Friedrich Hölderlin.
From 1892, Ivanov studied archaeology in Rome, completing his doctoral
dissetation there. In Rome, he met Lydia Zinovieva-Annibal, a poet and
translator. Having both received an Orthodox ecclesiastical divorce, they married
in 1899, first settling in Athens, then moving to Geneva, and making pilgrimages
to Egypt and Palestine. During that period, Ivanov frequently visited Italy, where
he studied the Renaissance art. The rugged nature of Lombardy and the Alps
became the subject of his first sonnets, which were heavily influenced by the
medieval poetry of Catholic mystics.
Poet and Classicist
At the turn of the 20th century, Ivanov elaborated his views on the spiritual
mission of Rome and the Ancient Greek cult of Dionysus. He summed up his
Dionysian ideas in the treatise The Hellenic Religion of the Suffering God (1904),
which traces the roots of literature in general and, following Nietzsche's The Birth
of Tragedy, the art of tragedy in particular to ancient Dionysian mysteries.
Ivanov's first collection, Lodestars, was published in 1903. It contained many of
his pieces written a decade earlier and was praised by the leading critics as a
new chapter in the Russian Symbolism. The poems were compared to Milton's
and Trediakovsky's on account of their detached, calculated archaism.
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In 1905 Ivanov made his triumphant return to St Petersburg, where he was
much lionized as a foreign curiosity. A turreted house where he and ZinovievaAnnibal settled became the most fashionable literary salon of the era, and was
frequented by poets (Alexander Blok), philosophers (Nikolai Berdyayev), artists
(Konstantin Somov), and dramatists (Vsevolod Meyerhold). The latter staged
Calderon's Adoration of the Cross in Ivanov's house. The poet exerted a
formative influence on the Russian Symbolist movement, whose main tenets
were formulated in the turreted house.
According to James H. Billington:
'Viacheslav the Magnificent' was the crown prince and chef de salon of the new
society, which met in his seventh floor apartment 'The Tower,' overlooking the
gardens of the Tauride Palace in St. Peterburg. Walls and partitions were torn
down to accommodate the increasing numbers of talented and disputatious
people who flocked to the Wednesday soirees, which were rarely in full swing
until after supper had been served at 2 A.M.
Future Russian Orthodox nun Maria Skobtsova was then an acclaimed poetess
and frequent guest at the Ivanov flat. Decades later, while living in Paris as a
White emigre, she recalled the atmosphere at the Tower:
We lived in the middle of a vast country as if on an unhabited island. Russia was
illiterate, whereas in our milieu was concentrated all the culture of the world: the
Greeks were quoted by heart, we welcomed the French symbolists, we thought of
Scandinavian literature as our own, we were familiar with the philosophy,
theology, poetry and history of the whole wide world, in this sense we were
citizens of the universe, the keepers of mankind's cultural museum. This was
Rome in the time of its decline... We played out the last act of the tragedy
concerned with the rift between the intelligentsia and the people. Beyond us
stretched out the Russian Empire's snowy desert, a country in fetters: it was as
ignorant of our delights as of our anguish, while its own delights and anguish had
no effect on us.
Theories of Theatre
It was at this time that Ivanov wrote the first of his two plays, Tantalus (1905).
Like his second, Prometheus (1919), it imitated the dramatic structure and
mythological subject-matter of Aeschylean tragedy and was written in obscure
and archaic language. It was his unrealised, utopian ideas about theatre,
however, that proved far more influential. Ivanov regarded it as having the
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potential to be the most powerful of the arts and capable of taking over the
function of the Church and restoring religious belief in a society that had lost its
faith.
Ivanov's theories were part of a shift in the second phase of Russian Symbolism
away from the influence of French decadence and the ideas of Valery Bryusov,
with its abstract evocations of inner states, towards the German philosophical
tradition, and the ideas of Richard Wagner and Friedrich Nietzsche in particular,
and the promotion of an ecstatic (in both the religious and philosophical senses)
theatre of mass participation. The ideas of Aleksei Remizov (who was the literary
manager of Vsevolod Meyerhold's New Drama Association at this time), Fyodor
Sologub, and the Mystical Anarchism of Georgy Chulkov were all part of this
second phase of the movement.
Ivanov proposed the creation of a new type of mass theatre, which he called a
"collective action," that would be modelled on ancient religious rituals, Athenian
tragedy, and the medieval mystery play. Writing in an essay on the mask ("Poèt i
&#268;ern") that was published in the magazine Vesy (Libra or The Scales) in
1904, Ivanov argued for a revival of the ancient relationship between the poet
and the masses. Inspired by The Birth of Tragedy and Wagner's theories of
theatre, Ivanov sought to provide a philosophical foundation for his proposals by
linking Nietzsche's analysis with Leo Tolstoy's Christian moralising, and ancient
cultic performance with later Christian mysteries. The idea that the Dionysian
could be associated with a concept of universal brotherhood would have been
completely alien to Nietzsche, who had stressed the fundamental differences
between the two traditions. Ivanov, however, understood Dionysus as an avatar
for Christ. By means of the mask, he argued, the tragic hero appears not as an
individual character but rather as the embodiment of a fundamental Dionysian
reality, "the one all-human I." By means of hero's example, therefore, staged
myth would give the people access to its sense of the "total unity of suffering."
Rejecting theatrical illusion, Ivanov's modern liturgical theatre would offer not
the representation of action (mimesis), but action itself (praxis). This would be
achieved by overcoming the separation between stage and auditorium, adopting
an open space similar to the classical Greek orchêstra, and abolishing the division
between actor and audience, such that all become co-creating participants in a
sacred rite. Ivanov imagined staging such a performance in a hall in which
furniture is distributed "by whim and inspiration." Actors would mingle with the
audience, handing out masks and costumes, before, singing and dancing as a
chorus, collective improvisation would merge all participants into a communal
unity.
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Thus, he hoped, the theatre would facilitate a genuine revolution in culture and
society. Writing in Po zvezdam in 1908, Ivanov argued:
The theatres of the chorus tragedies, the comedies and the mysteries must
become the breeding-ground for the creative, or prophetic, self-determination of
the people; only then will be resolved the problem of fusing actors and spectators
in a single orgiastic body. [...] And only, we may add, when the choral voice of
such communities becomes a genuine referendum of the true will of the people
will political freedom become a reality.
While some, such as the director Meyerhold, enthusiastically embraced Ivanov's
ideas (at least insofar as they proposed overcoming the division between actor
and audience in a collective improvisation), others were more skeptical. The poet
Andrei Bely argued that the realities of a modern, class-divided society could not
be abolished by means of masks and costumes, however earnestly adopted:
Let's suppose we go into the temple-theatre, robe ourselves in white clothes,
crown ourselves with bunches of roses, perform a mystery play (its theme is
always the same—God-like man wrestles with fate) and then at the appropriate
moment we join hands and begin to dance. Imagine yourself, reader, if only for
just one minute, in this role. We are the ones who will be spinning round the
sacrificial altar—all of us: the fashionable lady, the up-and-coming stockbroker,
the worker and the member of the State Council. It is too much to expect that
our steps and our gestures will coincide. While the class struggle still exists,
these appeals for an aesthetic democratization are strange.
Beyond Widowhood
His wife's death in 1907 was a great blow to Ivanov. Thereafter the dazzling
Byzantine texture of his poetry wore thin, as he insensibly slipped into theosophy
and mysticism. The poet even claimed to have had a vision of his late wife
ordering him to marry the daughter by her first marriage. Indeed, he married
this stepdaughter in 1910; their son Dmitry was born 2 years later.
Anna Akhmatova
According to an autobiographical sketch written by Anna Akhmatova, Ivanov first
met her in 1910. At the time, Akhmatova was still married to Nikolai Gumilev,
who first brought her to the turreted house. There, Akhmatova read some of her
verse aloud to Ivanov, who ironically quipped, "What truly heavy romanticism. A
short time later, Gumilev left his wife for a big game hunting holiday in Ethiopia.
In the aftermath, Ivanov tried very hard to persuade Akhmatova to leave her
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immature husband, saying, "You'll make him a man if you do." Moreover,
Akhmatova indignantly recalled that Ivanov would often weep as she recited her
verse at the turreted house, but would later, "vehemently criticize," the same
poems at literary salons. Akhmatova would never forgive him for this. Her
ultimate evaluation of her former patron was as follows, "Vyacheslav was neither
grand nor magnificent (he thought this up himself) but a 'catcher of men.'"
Translator and Scholar
Upon their return from an Italian voyage (1912–13), Ivanov made the
acquaintances of art critic Mikhail Gershenzon, philosopher Sergei Bulgakov, and
composer Alexander Scriabin. He elaborated many of his Symbolist theories in a
series of articles, which were finally revised and reissued as Simbolismo in 1936.
At that time, he relinquished poetry in favour of translating the works of Sappho,
Alcaeus, Aeschylus, and Petrarch into the Russian language.
After 1917
In 1920, Ivanov moved to Baku, where he held the University Chair of Classical
Philology. He concentrated on his scholarly work and completed a treatise
Dionysus and Early Dionysianism (published 1923), which earned him a Ph.D.
degree in philology. The new communist government didn't allow him to travel
outside the Soviet Union until 1924.
Emigration
From Azerbaijan he proceeded to Italy, where he settled in Rome. In Rome,
Ivanov found employment as professor of Old Church Slavonic at the Russicum.
Ivanov was received into the Russian Catholic Church in 1937. In an interview for
the Russicum's newspaper, Ivanov argued that, prior to their Great Schism, Latin
and Byzantine Christianity were "two principles that mutually complement each
other." "The Church must permeate all branches of life: social issues, art,
culture, and just everything," he argued, and the"Roman Church corresponds to
such criteria and by joining this Church I become truly Orthodox." His last
collections of verse were the Roman Sonnets (1924) and the Roman Diary
(1944). Many other poems appeared posthumously.
Ivanov died in Rome in 1949 and was interred at the Cimitero Acattolico, not far
from the graves of Karl Briullov and Alexander Ivanov.
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Clothed In Beauty
As if chiseled, a fruit-laden branch
Hangs in my garden, asleep - so low...
The trees sleep - and dream? - in moonlight;
And the mystery of their life is near, near...
Even if we cannot grasp it,
The mute language is still intelligible:
They use our beauty to express
How we are one amidst rays and spots of light.
And the tremor of any life's creation
Reveals itself in a lovely form;
And the variance of different things is sweetened
By shared beauty. Multiply it!
And the world will be like this unstirring garden,
Where everything heeds a harmonious silence:
Both stem and flower yield to the dear Earth;
Both flower and stem listen to the Moon.
Vyacheslav Ivanovich Ivanov
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Heaven Above, Heaven Below
Night opens wide the burning Macrocosm,And heaven's hierarchies come into view
Lo, the spirit sings, and the elements dance
Interwoven with snaky locks of starlight.
And the Microcosm grows distinct in the deep night:
We hear the roar of elements spinning inside us,And behold our own hierarchical assemblage
From close stars to dim-eyed spots of light.
There is a milky way in the soul as in the heavens;
There is a multitude in both of these creations:
The same word is stamped in both of these books And twin scales measure the same weight.
There is a He in the flames of depths revealed;
There is an I in the deepest miracles.
Vyacheslav Ivanovich Ivanov
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Love
We are two trunks ignited by lightning
Two flames in the midnight forest;
We are two meteors flying in the night,
The double-stinging arrow of a single fate!
We are two horses whose reins are held
By the same hand, - bitten by one spur;
We are two eyes of a single gaze,
Two trembling wings of one dream.
We are a pair of shadows grieving
Over the holy marble grave,
Where ancient Beauty slumbers.
The two-voiced mouth of secrets shared,
We two make a single Sphinx.
The two arms of a single cross.
Vyacheslav Ivanovich Ivanov
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Poets Of Spirit
The snow is clothed in dawn
In the high desert,
We are oaths of Eternity
In the azure of Beauty.
We are splashes of scarlet foam
On the pallor of the seas.
Renounce your earthly chains
To sit among the kings!
Don't imagine we are dissolving in the sky,
Cut off from the earth: A holy path leads
Beyond the clouds into dreams.
Vyacheslav Ivanovich Ivanov
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The Russian Mind
Willful and avid mind,The Russian mind is dangerous as flame:
So unrestrainable, so clear,
A happy and a gloomy mind.
Like the steady hand of a compass
It sees the pole through swells and fog;
It leads the timid will
From distracted dreams to life.
Like an eagle gazing through the mist
To survey the valley's dust
It soberly contemplates the earth,
Floating in a mystic night.
Vyacheslav Ivanovich Ivanov
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The Vineyard Of Dionysus
Dionysus walks his vineyard, his beloved;
Two women in dark clothing - two vintagers - follow him.
Dionysus tells the two mournful guards - The vintagers:
"Take your sharp knife, my vintners, Grief and Torment;
Harvest, Grief and Torment, my beloved grapes!
Gather the blood of scarlet bunches, the tears of my golden clusters Take the victim of bliss to the whetstone of grief,
The purple of suffering to the whetstone of bliss;
Pour the fervent liquid of scarlet delights into my ardent Grail!"
Vyacheslav Ivanovich Ivanov
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